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Marta S. Luengo was born in 1972, in Madrid. She Marta S. Luengo was born in 1972, in Madrid. She 

was graduated in Arts specialize in sculpture at was graduated in Arts specialize in sculpture at 

Complutense University in Madrid. Since then, she Complutense University in Madrid. Since then, she 

has been developing her career with exhibitions in has been developing her career with exhibitions in 

galleries, public entities and contemporary Art Fairs, galleries, public entities and contemporary Art Fairs, 

both in Spain and abroad. both in Spain and abroad. 

Her work has been awarded in a variety of national Her work has been awarded in a variety of national 

contests, underlining her monumental sculpture contests, underlining her monumental sculpture 

Project “Making your way”. Her artistic production is Project “Making your way”. Her artistic production is 

in public and private collections: Lease Plan Services, in public and private collections: Lease Plan Services, 

Museum of the Spanish National Blind Organization - Museum of the Spanish National Blind Organization - 

ONCE, Leon Cathedral Artistic Heritage or the ONCE, Leon Cathedral Artistic Heritage or the 

Egyptian Embassy in Madrid. Egyptian Embassy in Madrid. 

The most remarkable about her work is her scope of The most remarkable about her work is her scope of 

the human being through different realities. The the human being through different realities. The 

study of the human figure and its context play the study of the human figure and its context play the 

same role on her sculptures. The creation and use of same role on her sculptures. The creation and use of 

scene is always constant on her work, and it becomes scene is always constant on her work, and it becomes 

the canvas for referring about the complexity of the the canvas for referring about the complexity of the 

circumstances the human being is involved, circumstances the human being is involved, 

integrating social-urban with intimate-personal life.integrating social-urban with intimate-personal life.
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